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About This Game

Stuck on this island, you have only one thing in your mind... Escape !

It's time for you to uncover the secrets of your life.
Fight what you created and accept its consequences.

Are you ready to escape your past ?

In this new escape game, try to solve all the enigmas through several oneiric landscapes.
Collect the three pieces of the letter to discover who you are.
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Easy Judgement Play....It's Exactly what i like.....and i followed this game since mobile ver. And now it's on steam.....I really
like it owo)b
8.5/10. Bought from Rebellion publisher special and i have to say, was little dissapointing.

The mission is really short as you start by killing around a dozen soldiers and then prepare an ambush for the general who is
really easy to kill. After that you just do some basic fighting against infantry and one easy to kill vehicle and leave the area
which ends the dlc. I'm still going to recommend it for the price i paid from it (2.5\u20ac) but when it's on its full price, don't
buy it as it's not really worth 5\u20ac for taking only around 30 minutes to complete and offering nothing new to the gameplay.
And the guns that come in it are nothing special either. Garand lacks damage but it has the Garand ping so that's nice,
blyskawica and tokarev meanwhile are just average and especially tokarev lacks accuracy and power if compared to Colt for
example.

So, if you happen to have some funds lying on your steam account for example, it's not a bad investment as long as it's on sale..
Very nice pictures, lots of them!!!
Good music, smooth controls. Easy mode is great for kids, hard is real jigsaw.

120% recommended. crashed as soon as i clicked new game,could not figure out how to remap keyboard,will try the game at a
later date maybe,maybe. Quite fun. Good mahjong game.. Purple Heart Theme is Lit <3. No in-game menu, the puzzles are
ridiculous, the physics are horrible, low-poly models, bad audio, you can't save your progress, and you and at least one object
can definitely fall through the floor.

Do not buy this game.

Apparently, they have a part 2. I'm not sure why. They probably should have made sure the first part worked before making a
second.
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F@UCK THIS GAME♥♥♥♥♥♥GRAPHICS!. Having known about this as a board game but never played it, coming in with
good experiences from boardgames like Memoir 44' I expected a solid stategy lite game. The Simple fact is it relies too heavily
on RNG and not enough on solid tactics. What is worse alot of the missions can be beaten by simply moving a unit across the
map and grabbing the objective, does it matter that it's still guarded by two MG42 nests and a Panzer VI? nope your one hero
unit in the centre of that mess simply means you've won. I'll give it props for the lovely artwork and the UI is solid. If you fancy
a WW2 boardgame Memoir 44' is free on steam and gives a much better WW2 lite tactics experience.. Played this game years
ago, so bought it again. its a good game for what it is trying to achieve and makes a change from russian aviator games focusing
on il-2's which won all the attention. Play it and kill some germans!. i guess the OG are Victorys this International 2015
FrankfurtMajor
Vote -OG
Vote-Team-S
Reviev :D. Easy and fun to pick up! My friends and I have had a blast creating maps for this game ( I was one of the creators for
Eye Tongue Eye), and I'd definitely reccomend it as not a very realistic experience, but a fun one.
Can't wait to see what the future has in store for this game!. No key binding !
=> Only for QWERTY
  => as a consequence: miserable gameplay ...

So disappointing to fail for that!. THSI IS SO FUN TO PLAY
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